Prime Minister Narendra Modi had addressed an ALL INDIA CONFERENCE OF WOMEN LEGISLATORS a few Months ago in Delhi, which was organised by Mrs. Sumitra Mahajan, Hon’ble Speaker, Lok Sabha. This was the First Ever National Conference of Women Legislators (Including MLAs, MPs, Ministers etc.). Taking inspiration from this Conference, we decided to bring out this Coffee Table Book featuring India’s Top Women Legislators.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PROJECT

GOLDEN SIGNATURES

THE BOOK WILL BEGIN WITH VISIONS & THOUGHTS OF

- President - PRANAB MUKHARJEE
- Vice President - HAMID ANSARI
- Speaker, Lok Sabha - SUMITRA MAHAJAN
- Prime Minister - NARENDRA MODI &
- Congress President - SONIA GANDHI

THE BOOK WILL HAVE SIX SECTIONS

ONE - BRIEF HISTORY OF WOMEN IN PARLIAMENT IN INDIA
TWO - LEGENDRY WOMEN LEADERS OF INDIA
THREE - WOMEN LEADERS IN THE UNION CABINET
FOUR - WOMEN CHIEF MINISTERS & GOVERNORS
FIVE - WOMEN MPs IN PARLIAMENT
SIX - WOMEN MLAs & MINISTERS IN STATES

The Book publication will be followed by

THE GREAT INDIAN WOMEN AWARDS

- Tentative Date of Launch: Aug. 2016
- Place of Launch: Delhi
- To be unveiled by: Speaker / Union Minister or any Chief Minister
- Important Guests in the event: MPs / Ministers / CMs / Editors / VCs / Social Leaders
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The Awards will be given to 21 Top Women Legislators & a few others
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The profit generated through the Book will be dedicated to the cause of WOMEN EMPOWERMENT.

ABOUT US

Rurban Media
We create brands & leaders

Rurban Media is a Delhi based unique, independent, entrepreneurial and tenacious Media Company. However, Rurban Media is not just one another Media Company. It's a platform, an idea box, and your ticket to enter into India's hinterland, which has enormous opportunities and unlimited possibilities.

OUR PROJECTS

- NEW OBSERVER POST - National Daily Newspapers in Hindi & English.
- GOLDEN SIGNATURES - India's Coffee Table Book on Women Legislators
- Rurban Voice - Study, Research and Survey Agency.
- Bharat Aaj - Mobile and Web based Television Channel. (coming soon)
- Rurban Power - Millions of Original Data Base of Rural Bharat
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